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It's a long read (300 pages) but you can see the quality of the translation here, even though it's lacking in grammar. I'm going to do a review on X5 after I finish the translation. The Patch Info: Part 1: Translation of Stage 1 (1/6, 31/43) Fixed some errors Introduced in the Translation Scenario: Improved slightly by removing the line for Dr. Wily's stage,
the ending credits and the audio. There were some errors with the voice acting on Dr. Wily's stage. This is all that it introduces. However, it does make a couple of interesting changes. Namely, that Dr. Wily's stage is now playable and it has a sub-boss (Brocken) instead of Snake Man, and that he doesn't use that miniboss in place of the bosses and sub-
bosses used in the previous stages. Also, there's a new ending. But before that, we'll talk about the new sub-boss. Super Man from Mega Man X3 is back. I wasn't sure how this was going to be translated, so I changed the beginning, leaving the middle untouched. Here it is. Chapter 1: The main character is a young man who appears to be around his late

twenties. He doesn't have any particular presence about him. He talks about his younger brother who is in a coma. As he runs from the hospital to save him, he is confronted by a strange doctor in an animal suit. Who isn't the "Evil Doppelganger?" While he wonders what has become of him, he ends up noticing something strange. The area around him is
quite brightly lit. There are no shadows around him. He gets excited. He tells himself, "I'm all right." "I'm getting stronger." "I'm..." He runs around the hospital grounds and he's impressed by how the sub-boss can keep up with him, but he grows weary after a while. Then, he gets a call from his younger brother. He arrives at the place where his brother

is, to find out that he has been taken away by the doctor. So he runs into the doctor who's holding the older brother. He's amazed
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